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ABSTRACT
The objective of this research was to analytically and experimentally study the capabilities
of adaptive material plate actuators for suppressing flutter. The validity of analytical
modeling techniques for piezoelectric materials was also to be investigated. Piezoelectrics
are materials which are characterized by their ability to produce voltage when subjected to a
mechanical strain. The converse piezoelectric effect can be utilized to actuate a structure by
applying a voltage. For this investigation, a two degree of freedom wind tunnel model was
designed, analyzed and tested. The model consisted of a rigid airfoil and a flexible mount
system which permitted a translational and a rotational degree of freedom. It was designed
such that flutter was encountered within the testing envelope of the wind tunnel. Actuators,
made of piezoelectric material were afixed to leaf springs of the mount system. Each
degree of freedom was controlled by a separate leaf spring. Command signals, applied to
the piezoelectric actuators, exerted control over the damping and stiffness properties. A
mathematical aeroservoelastic model was constructed using finite element methods,
laminated plate theory, and aeroelastic analysis tools. Plant characteristics were determined
from this model and verified by open loop experimental tests. A flutter suppression control
law was designed and implemented on a digital control computer. Closed loop flutter
testing was conducted. The experimental results represent the flu'st time that adaptive
materials have been used to actively suppress flutter. It demonstrates that small, carefully-
placed actuating plates can be used effectively to control aeroelastic response.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
Flutter, a dynamic interaction between the structure and the aerodynamics which results in
divergent and destructive oscillations of motion, has been observed and documented on
aircraft since the era of controlled flight began. [1"1] Historically, passive approaches such
as increasing structural stiffness, mass balancing or modifying geometry have been utilized
to suppress this hazardous phenomenon. These solutions result in increased cost and
decreased performance. During the past twenty years, there has been considerable research
to develop active flutter suppression concepts which use conventional leading and trailing
edge aerodynamic control surfaces. [1"1' 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5] Active flutter suppression is not a
common practice in today's aerospace industry or military due to several concerns.
Because of the catastrophic nature of flutter, a failure of the system could affect flight
safety. Therefore system redundancy, reliability and maintainability are critical issues to be
addressed. To a lesser extent, the control surface authority available to maneuver the
aircraft with the simultaneous implementation of active flutter suppression is also a
concern. To alleviate these concerns, alternatives to utilizing the aerodynamic control
surfaces for active flutter suppression are being studied.
The use of secondary controllers made of adaptive material is one such concept. There are
several classifications of adaptive materials including piezoelectrics, electrostrictors, shape
memory alloys, and magnetostrictors. A detailed account of the properties, benefits and
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drawbacks of each type can be found in Reference 1.6. This study focused exclusively on
the use of piezoelectric materials, which were chosen based on their favorably wide control
bandwidth, favorable material properties and the availability of results from past
investigations using these materials. Piezoelectricity is the ability of a material to develop
an electrical charge when subjected to a mechanical strain. The converse piezoelectric
effect, simply the development of mechanical strain when subjected to an electrical field,
can be utilized to actuate a structure. A local strain is produced in the structure which
induces forces and moments. By judicious arrangement of piezoelectric plates, the correct
reaction of the structure required to inhibit flutter can be produced. Many recent research
efforts have utilized adaptive plate actuators for various applications [1"6 through 1.17] and
just recently for flutter suppression. [1"8]
Results available from aeroelastic applications of piezoceramics are very limited. Static
aeroelasticity has been the subject of investigations by Ehlers and Weisshaar. [1"6' 1.15, 1.16]
They conducted analytical studies on laminated composite wings with embedded actuators,
looking at pure torsional, and bending deformations. They reported that through feedback
to embedded adaptive material layers, the divergence speed is altered, implying also that lift
effectiveness is influenced. The augmentation or replacement of conventional aerodynamic
control surfaces with strain actuation for aeroelastic control has been the focus of an
analytical investigation of a typical section by Lazarus, Crawley and Lin. [1"171 They found
that strain actuation via piezoelectric elements may provide a viable and effective alternative
to articulated control surfaces for controlling aeroelastic response. Investigation of flutter
suppression for lifting surfaces has been done by Scott. [1"8] This analytical study looked at
high speeds and low aspect ratio wings. Full state feedback was employed to control
chordwise bending.
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Thepurposeof thisworkwasto investigatefluttersuppressionusingpiezoelectricplatesas
actuators.Analysesandexperimentswhichdemonstratethiscapabilitywill bepresented.
Basedonpreliminaryanalysesandanunderstandingof theactuatingmechanismsinvolved,
arigid wing windtunnelmodelandflexiblemountsystemweredesignedfor usein this
investigation.Chapter2presentsabackgroundonpiezoelectricmaterials,some
previously-examinedactuatingapplicationsandanalysisusedin thedesignof thetest
article. Thecontentof Chapter3familiarizesthereaderwith thedetailsof thetestarticle
andtheexperimentaltestsetup. Additionally,thewind tunnelfacility, instrumentation,
andcontrolcomputerarediscussed.In Chapter4, thedetaileddevelopmentof the
aeroservoelasticequationsof motionis presented.Thetheoreticalequationsarefirst
derived,followedby themethodsof implementation.Activeflutter suppressionrequires
designof acontrollaw whichwill favorablyaltertheaeroelasticresponse.To designa
controllaw, thecharacteristicsof theuncontrolledoropenloopsystemmustfirst be
investigated.Chapter5 presentstheresultsof analyticalstudiesbasedon theopenloop
aeroservoelasticequations,thedesignof thecontrollaw,andresultsfrom closedloop
studies.Chapter6 presentsexperimentalresultsandcomparesthemwith theanalytical
predictions.Systemidentificationtestresultsarediscussedaswell astheopenandclosed
loopflutterresults.
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CHAPTER 2 PIEZOELECTRIC MATERIALS & TEST
ARTICLE DESIGN
2.1 PIEZOELECTRIC MATERIALS
A material which, when subjected to a mechanical load, accumulates an electric charge is
said to have piezoelectric properties. Conversely, the material, when subjected to an
applied electrical field will induce strain. The polarity of the applied electrical field
determines whether the strain is compressive or tensile. There are crystals, polymers and
ceramics which have been invented or discovered which exhibit piezoelectric
characteristics. Ferroelectric materials, a subcategory of piezoelectfics, can be produced
from certain types of ceramics and polymers by applying a large electrical field across
them. This induces an orientation of the ions such that the positive and negative poles of
the individual ions are aligned with the applied field, denoted the 3-direction.
There are many natural crystalline substances, quartz among them, which exhibit
piezoelectric characteristics. Applications of such crystals date to pre-World War I when
they were used for depth sounding. [2"1] The discovery of these crystals spawned
investigations into manufacturing materials which would produce electromechanical
coupling. Polymers and ceramics are the two modem materials which are used.
Polymers have low stiffness ( Young's modulus ) properties. Thus, they tend to be very
flexible and well-suited for sensor applications. Ceramics have higher stiffness properties
and are well-suited for actuator applications. However, ceramics tend to be very brittle and
this fragility is one drawback which must be addressed before they could be used in
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beyond-researchapplications.LeadZirconateTitinate(PZT),apiezoceramic,waschosen
for this investigation.PZTmaterialpropertiesaredetailedin Reference2.2.
Thepolingprocessof ferroelectricmaterialsreorientsthedipolessuchthatthereisa net
polarizationalongtheaxisof appliedvoltage,denotedthe3-direction.Theorientation
remainsaftertheinducingfield is removed.Usingthesematerialsrequiresavoltageto be
subsequentlyappliedthroughelectrodesonoppositefacesof thematerial.Themost
common configuration, (figure 2.1), is to place the electrodes on the faces parallel to the
poled axis and to apply the voltage in the same direction as the original inducing field. The
material deforms both through the thickness, denoted the d33 effect, (figure 2.2), and in in-
plane directions, denoted the d31 or d32 effect, (figure 2.3). Applying a voltage field
oriented in one direction induces in-plane expansion; applying it in the other direction
induces in-plane contraction. To define the electromechanical effects, the fast subscript
denotes the direction of the applied voltage and the second subscript denotes the direction
of the deformation. Due to transverse isotropy, there is no distinction between vectors
lying in any plane perpendicular to the poling axis for PZT. To complete the description of
the deformations achievable with this material, figure 2.4 shows the electrodes placed on
faces parallel to the poling axis (i.e. in the 1-direction). This induces a shearing strain
within the piezoelectric, as the positively poled side of the piezoceramic strains toward the
negatively charged electrode and the negatively poled side strains oppositely.
The in-plane expansion and contraction of the material may be utilized by bonding actuating
plates to either side of a center shim, (figure 2.5). One is expanded and one is contracted;
the net result is a bending displacement much greater than the length deformation of either
of the two layers. This configuration, which takes advantage of the Poisson-like d31 effect,
is referred to as a bimorph or a bender element. It will serve as the primary actuator
mechanization for the investigation described herein.
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The behavior of piezoelectric properties has been treated in this work with linear
relationships. This assumption is valid for low voltages applied and small deformations.
The nonlinearities and nonidealities of these materials have been well-documented by
References 1.6, 1.7 and 1.9. Several nonideal properties which have been found to have
significance are the amplitude dependence of the field-strain relationship, creep which
induces a frequency dependent behavior, mechanical strain, and depoling. These issues are
not directly addressed here, however, efforts have been exerted to avoid known problems.
The amplitude of the control signal voltage was low, avoiding depoling and maintaining the
linear strain-field relation. The frequency of flutter was approximately 10 Hz, thus
avoiding the creep phenomenon. The plates were also placed on a region where the
mechanical swain at rest was very small.
2.2 APPLICATIONS
Piezoelectric materials do not discriminate between sensing and actuating applications.
Piezoelectric devices used as sensors emit voltages when subjected to a mechanical load;
sensor applications will not be discussed further. In an actuating application, the converse
piezoelectric effect is utilized as the actuators deform in response to a control signal or
applied voltage. The mention of actuators brings to mind hydraulics, pistons, etc. A
broader perspective is required. When commanded, actuators move things. The use of
adaptive materials in this manner has lassoed engineering interest from various areas. The
following section provides an overview of the many interesting investigations being
conducted.
In the area of rotocraft, two distinctly different actuator configurations have been examined
for higher harmonic control. [1"9' 1.10] The lrl.rst used directionally attached plates to
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torsionally activate blade sections and actuate a trailing edge flap. The magnitude of
flapping vibrations was significantly reduced using active feedback. The second utilized a
push-pull configuration of bender elements. Another actuating application, detailed in
Reference 1.10, is the active damping of truss members for large space structure
applications. This study used commercially available actuators which utilize the d33 effect
(the expansion direction coincides with the direction of polarization) to limit the vibration
amplitude and settling time of transients induced by dynamic perturbations to the structure
such as crew motion. In the acoustics field recent work [1"12] has focused on reducing
cabin noise through destructive interference produced by distributed piezoelectic plates.
Separate Finite Impulse Response filters were constructed to control an acoustic resonance
and a structural mode occurring 25% above the acoustic resonance. Reference 1.13 used
piezoelectric plates in a bimorph configuration on an Aluminum beam in conjunction with
an adaptive LMS controller to attenuate vibrations with frequencies above 300 Hz.
Reference 1.14 details experiments and analyses of a composite beam with distributed
embedded actuators controlling structural modes from 11 to 150 Hz. Through active
feedback of velocity, structural damping increases of an order of magnitude were obtained.
2.3 TEST ARTICLE DESIGN
The test article includes a rigid wing and a flexible mount system. The design of the test
article was accomplished through an iterative procedure and parametric studies. There are
three driving factors in the design: the model had to flutter within the wind tunnel
envelope, had to fit inside the wind tunnel with certain margins of safety and had to have
flat surfaces on which piezoelectric actuating plates could be mounted. It was decided a
priori that a flexible mount system would reside outside of the wind tunnel and provide the
degrees of freedom for a rigid wing; it would be free to plunge and pitch.
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A flowchart, (figure2.6),illustratesthemodeldesignprocedureusedto arriveatthe
mountsystemandwingdesign.Thefirst stepis to generateawing modelwith geometric
propertiescompatiblewith thewindtunnellimitations. Secondly,stiffnesspropertiesof
themountsystemmustbechosen.An analyticalmodelisconstructedusingaerodynamics
whichwerecalculatedassumingthatthemodeswereplungeandpitch. Assuming
uncoupledmodeswhichresultsin anon-diagonalmassmatrix,a flutter analysisis
performedon theconfiguration.If flutteroccurswell within thetunnelenvelope then a
mount system is designed which will have the stiffness properties identified in the previous
step. Otherwise, an iteration is made to redesign the wing or reassign the mount system
properties. Once a configuration with desirable flutter characteristics has been determined,
beam theory equations are utilized to explore the possible combinations of spring tine
thickness, width, length and material to arrive at an approximate configuration. A finite
element model is constructed of the mount system and wing; a second flutter analysis is
performed to verify the model. This flutter analysis uses the mode shapes, frequencies,
and mass matrix calculated using the finite element model. If the natural frequencies and
flutter results are reasonable, then the question is asked as to whether the design is
buildable.
Bearing in mind geometric limitations imposed by the tunnel which will be further
elucidated in the next chapter, an initial chord length of 2 inches was chosen. This allowed
for safe clearance when the model was plunging an inch and pitching to 45 degrees. The
wing span was 4 inches, corresponding to 80% of the entire height of the tunnel test
section. The mass properties were specified as those of an isotropic steel plate with the
pitch pivot at the midchord. The mount system stiffnesses for plunging and pitching
degrees of freedom were initially chosen such that the natural frequencies were at 9 and 18
Hz, respectively.
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Sensitivitystudieswereperformedonabaselinemodelbyvaryingeachof 9 design
parameters independently and noting the changes in flutter velocity and frequency. Figures
2.7 through 2. I0 show the resulting trends for variations of the static unbalance, frequency
ratio, pitch pivot location, and structural damping. The values on the plots for variation
with static unbalance, pitch pivot location and structural damping have been normalized
independently of the others. The flutter velocities on a given plot are divided by the flutter
velocity corresponding to the lowest value of the parameter being varied. The flutter
frequencies were normalized in the same manner. Thus, on each plot, the value of left-most
point will be 1.0 and apply to both the flutter velocity and frequency. Figure 2.7 shows
that as the static unbalance increased, the flutter velocity will decrease. This is indicative of
the additional mass coupling influencing modal coalescence. The frequency trend for the
same variation shows an increasing frequency. This indicates that the higher frequency
mode might play a more significant role in the flutter mechanism as the static unbalance
term of the mass matrix grows. Figure 2.8 shows the flutter velocity trend as the ratio of
frequencies is varied. The ratio of frequencies is defined by the plunge frequency divided
by the pitch frequency. Two sets of data are plotted in figure 2.8. The first set is for
various plunging frequencies divided by the baseline value of the pitching frequency, 19
Hz. The graph shows that as the ratio of the frequencies gets larger, the flutter speed
decreases. The second set of data is for the baseline value of the plunging frequency, 8
Hz, divided by various values of pitching frequency. The trend is also for flutter velocity
to decrease as this ratio increases. Note that the increasing ratio represents the distance
between the natural frequencies decreasing. The plot of the pitch pivot location, (figure
2.9), indicates that as the pivot point is moved towards the trailing edge of the airfoil, the
flutter velocity is lowered. Recalling that for these variations the center of gravity was
located at the midchord, or 1.0, locations aft of 1.0 are for statically unstable wings. Long
before flutter, divergence will have occured. Figure 2.10 shows the change in flutter
velocity and frequency as the structural damping is increased simultaneously in both the
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plungeandthepitchmodes.Thetrendsshowthatthevelocityincreases,asexpected,
sincetheeigenvaluesatzeroairspeedwill befurtherfrom theinstabilitypoint( i.e.the
modesaremorestable). Thetrendis not linear,butfor low values,eachpercentof
additionalstructuraldampingraisesthevelocityby roughlyapercent.Thefrequencyof
flutter is shownto decreaseasstructuraldampingis added.Theadditionof structural
dampinglowersvaluesof dampedfrequenciesandbringsthemclosertogether,predictably
loweringtheflutterfrequency.Basingchangesto thedesignonthetrendsseenin these
parametricvariations,thenumberof iterationsrequiredin arrivingatafinal configuration
aregreatlyreduced.
Thefinal configurationis shownin figure2.11. Detailsarediscussedin thefollowing
chapter.Thebaselinecaseexaminedanddescribedabovewasmodifiedin severalrespects:
theprimarywing structurewasconstructedwith Aluminum,providingthelowermassand
inertiacharacteristicscalledfor, theshapewaschangedto ablunteddiamondwitha flat
midchord;thewingwasextendedin thechordwisedirectionwith abalsawoodaddition,
movingthecenterof lift aft to approximatelythesamelocationasthepivotpoint;andmass
ballastwasaddedto thetrailingedgetolower thebendingandtorsionfrequenciesandmost
importantlyprovideincreasedcouplingbetweentheplungingandpitchingmodes.
In additionto thesealterations,thedesignof thehardwarehadseveraliterations.Because
of themodel'ssmallsizethereweremanycomplicatingfactors.Thedegreeto which
idealities,suchascantileveredboundaryconditions,could be achieved also necessitated
several design iterations.
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CHAPTER 3 EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION
The description of the experimental configuration has been broken into three parts. A
description of the test hardware is fLrst presented; the digital computer description follows.
A f'mal section details the connections among the test hardware components and includes
the digital computer's role.
3.1 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The hardware involved in this wind tunnel test is described in three sections: the wind
tunnel, the test article, and the instrumentation.
3.1.1 Wind Tunnel
The Flutter Research and Experiment Device (FRED) shown in figure 3.1, is an open
circuit table top wind tunnel with a maximum operating velocity of 85 miles per hour (
approximately 1500 inches per second ). The test section is six inches by six inches, and is
constructed of plexiglass for model viewing. The flow is pulled through the tunnel by a 2
horsepower motor and smoothed by a single honeycomb screen at the beginning of the
contraction duct. Models axe mounted from the removable ceiling of the test section.
3.1.2 Test Article
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Thewindtunnelmodelconsistsof twocomponents:aflexiblemountsystemandarigid
wing. A third importantaspectof thetestarticleis theincorporationof theactuators.The
physicalsystemhastwo distinctmodes.Whennomasscouplingwaspresent,the lower
frequencymodewasaplungemode-translationinoneplane.Thehigherfrequencymode
wasarotationaboutthewingpitchaxis. Thewingwasdesignedsuchthatthemodes
wouldbecoupledby virtueof themassdistributionandalsoto generatenonetlift atzero
angleof attackandto haveno tendencyto loadupasvelocityis increased.
3.1.2.1 MountSystem
Themountsystem,(figure2.11),hastwodegreesof freedom- plungeandpitch. The
apparatusis exteriortothewind tunnelandsuspendstheairfoil by two pinsthroughslots
in thetestsectionceiling.
Theplungemechanismconsistsof two springsteelplatesor tinesseparatedby .75inches
andclampedatbothendstomaintainthisdistance.Thisprovidesthepureplungingmotion
of abeamwith guidedboundaryconditionsinsteadof theflappingmotionassociatedwith a
cantileveredbeam.Thepitchmechanismisa singlespringfineconnectedto thewingatthe
leadingedgeandatthe.2353chordlocation,wherethereis abearing-likemechanism
whichallowsfor freerotation.Thisconfigurationprovidestheairfoil withpitch stiffness
andapitchaxis. Thetwo mechanismsarejoined togetherasshownin figure 3.2. The
forwardendof thepitchmechanismis timedrelativeto theplungespringsbymountingthe
pitchpivotpin to thelowerclampingblockof theplungemechanism.
Themountsystemwasdesignedsuchthateachdegreeof freedomcouldbecontrolledas
independentlyaspossiblefrom theothermode.Additionally,eachdegreeof freedomis
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controlledby leafsprings,whichprovideflat surfacesonwhichsheetsof piezoelectric
ceramicscanbeafixed.
3.1.2.2 Wing
Thewing, depictedin figure3.3,consistsof threesections:analuminumprimary
structure,abalsawoodextension,andanaluminummassballast.Theprimarywing
structureis formedfrom oneeighthinchthick isotropicaluminumwith adiamondcross-
sectionandbluntedleadingandtrailingedgesandmidchordsection.It hasachordof 2
inches,with thepitchpivotat themidchord.Thebalsawoodextensionoverlaystheaft
half of theprimarystructureandextendsthechordlengthto 4.25inches.Thetrailingedge
of this sectionwascoatedwithaluminumtoprovidea massballast.Themassof theentire
wingis .090lbm andhasaninertiaaboutthepitchaxisof .134Ibm-squareinches.All
threesectionsextendthefull spanof thewing,which is 4 inches.Table3.1givesthe
measuredmassandlocationof thecenterof gravityfor eachportionof thewing. Basedon
measuredimensions,massanddistanceto thepitchpoint,inertiasfor thecomponentparts
werecalculated;theresultsaregiveninTable3.2.
Io,= l(mass)x(width)2
Ipiv_ = (mass)x(dis tan ce) 2 + IoB
(3.1)
(3.2)
3.1.2.3 Piezoelectric Actuators
Four sets of piezoelectric ceramic plates were installed to actuate the test article. Two plates
are bonded to opposing sides of the plunge spring tine, with their poles both oriented
towards the steel, to form an actuator. The plates are electrically isolated from the steel by
the bonding layers. Small copper tabs afixed beneath the plates during the bonding process
2,0,
serveasthemeansof applyingvoltagesto thebonded-sidelectrodes.Only onesetof
actuatingplates,locatedneartherootof oneplungefinewasusedasafeedbackcontroller.
3.1.3 Instrumentation
3.1.3.1 StrainGages
A straingagebridgewasmountednearthebaseof thefight plungespringfine,with two
gagesoneithersideof thefine. Thegages,whichhadanoverallgagefactorof 2.075,
wereconfiguredto measurethecantileverbendingstrain.Thebridgewaspoweredby a
+/-5 volt powersupply. Thestrainwascomputedby takingtheratioof theoutputvoltage
to theinputvoltageanddividingby thegagefactor.
gray-G" F" (3.3)
The output voltage from the strain gage was amplified by 100 before being sent to the
digital computer.
3.1.3.2 Accelerometer
An Endevco piezoelectric accelerometer was used in this experiment. It was powered by an
external 4 miUiamp current source. A variable gain amplifier was used with gains of 1, 10
and 100. The output was calibrated at 9.98 millivolts per g.
3.1.3.3 Velocimeter
A Kurz 443M air velocity meter gave visual readouts of the test section airspeed. This is a
hot film anemometer with an analog display in meters per second. The probe was inserted
into the flow just behind the model in the test section. Thus, in order to accurately measure
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thevelocity,themodelmustbemovedto thestopsto eliminateblockageandtheinfluence
of airfoil oscillationson thereading.
3.1.3.4 OperationalAmplifier
An ApexMicrotechnologyP83Aoperationalamplifierwasusedto boosttheinputvoltage
to thepiezoelectricactuators.Thesignalsourceor inputvoltagewasamplifiedby afactor
of 25,with a limit on theoutputvoltageequalto thepowersupplyvoltage,which in this
experimentwas+/- 80 volts. The schematic in figure 3.4 shows the connections to the
power supply, signal source and piezoelectric plates.
3.2 DIGITAL CONTROLLER / DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
The control laws are implemented using a personal computer, with a 80386 processor and
80387 co-processor running a real time Unix operating system. The control laws are
programmed in the C-language and use floating point arithmetic for all control law
calculations. The data acquisition system uses 12 bit analog-to-digital converters with a
sample rate up to 500 Hz for a gain feedback single input / single output control law. D'l]
3.3 EXPERIMENTAL TEST SETUP
The wind tunnel and model had three sensor systems: a strain gage bridge, a linear
accelerometer and a hot wire anemometer. The f'trst two were recorded by the digital
controller. Swain, measured by a strain gage bridge mounted at the base of a plunge spring
fine served as the feedback signal for the control law. The accelerometer served as a roving
measurement, being placed where applicable for different experiments. During zero
airspeed testing, it was located on the airfoil, however, during flutter testing it was installed
on the clamping block. Both the strain and the acceleration were amplified by 100 before
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beingsentto theanalog-to-digitalconverters.Theoutputvoltageof thecontrollerwassent
to anoperationalamplifierhavinga gainof 25andalimit on theoutputvoltageof 80volts.
This limitedtheusablerangeof outputvaluesfrom thecontrollerto +/- 3.2volts. The
amplifiedvoltagewasthenappliedacrosseachof thepiezoelectricelements.A block
diagramof theclosedloopsystemwith activefeedbackispresentedin figure 3.5. Only the
signalsemployedin thefeedbackschemeareshown.
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CHAPTER 4 ANALYTICAL MODELING
The aeroelastic model has been developed assuming natural modes of vibration as the
generalized coordinates utilizing classical techniques available to the aeroelastic community.
The exception to this statement is in the treatment of the piezoelectric elements. The
equations are thus developed here in a manner that is easily utilized for computation of the
actuating forces due to the piezoelectric plates. The fact that they are plates leads to the use
of laminated plate theory to model their behavior.
This chapter will address ftrst the constitutive relations for an electromechanical structure.
Aeroelastic equations of motion will then be developed using laminated plate theory. The
actuating forces are next scrutinized. The fourth section of this chapter deals with the actual
procedures used in generating and assembling each of these pieces of the open loop plant.
It details the software and the inputs and outputs to each program. Section 5 shows the
modeling of the control computer dynamics. The f'mal section details scaling the data for
units and amplifiers along with the incorporation of experimentally-determined correction
factors.
4.1 CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS FOR ELECTROMECHANICAL SYSTEMS
The modeling of piezoelectrical systems requires consideration of both mechanical and
electrical behavior. Coupling between mechanical stresses and eleclrical fields is
analytically represented by constitutive relationships which contain both the electrical
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quantities and the mechanical quantifies. These equations are often likened to the
constitutive relationships applicable to mechanical systems under temperature loads. A
temperature distribution applied to a structure generates thermal strains. The same
behavioral model can be used to discuss piezoelectricity, where the electrical field applied is
analogous to the change in temperature. The thermal expansion coefficients are replaced by
the electromechanical coupling coefficients.J2]
Mechanical stresses and strains are related through a 6 by 6 compliance matrix in the
generalized Hooke's law. The constitutive relations for a linear elastic material with three
mutually perpendicular planes of elastic symmetry have 9 independent entries in the
compliance matrix. Classic laminated plate theory [4.1] is to be used in developing the
equations, so only the in-plane stresses and strains are considered, reducing the
independent elements to 4, as shown in the following equation.
1
exx El
Eyy = VI2
El
Yxy
0
V21
E2
1
0
0
1
Gl2
[°x}(Iy
"Cxy
(4.1)
which can be expressed as
e = Is] o
(4.2)
The strain vector, e, and the stress vector, if, are related by the compliance matrix, S. An
alternate method of expressing this relationship is through a stiffness, G, matrix.
cr =[G]e (4.3)
The electrical quantities ( flux density, R, and voltage per thickness, E ) are related by the
dielectric equations through permittivity, 13, and impermittivity, _, matrices. [1"7]
where
R = [_]E
V
E --m
t
For piezoelectric systems, the coupling of the two fields is accomplished by the
introduction of the strain/charge matrix.
E=[S] O + [d]TE
The nonzero terms for a PZT plate with poling in the 3-direction are:
i:000 i][d]= 0 0 dz4 0
d31 d32 d33 0 0
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
(4.6)
(4.7)
Once again, using classic laminated plate theory, this matrix reduces to a 3 by 3:
(4.8)
Because the electrodes are on the faces of the plate perpendicular to the poling direction, the
only voltage which can be applied is in the 3-direction. Therefore,
E3 (4.9)
Defining A as the actuation strain vector leads to
(4.1 0)
Solving equation 4.6 for the stress vector, and defining G as the inverse of the compliance
matrix,
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where
[G] =
Et vztE2 0
1- V12V21 1-v12v21
vI2E2 E2 0
1-v12v21 1- v_2v2_
0 0 Gt2
(4.11)
(4.12)
Note that the laminar plate model neglects any influence of the d33 or the d_5 coefficients.
4.2 EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR AEROELASTIC SYSTEMS UTILLZING
LAMINATED PLATE THEORY
Lagrange's equations of motion require the derivation of expressions for potential and
kinetic energy as function of generalized coordinates. The aeroelastic modeling was
performed using the orthogonal or undamped modes of vibration as the generalized
coordinates.
Plate displacements can be expressed in terms of these coordinates:
L
u(x,y,z,t) = EW,s(x,y,z)q,a(t)
i=l
M
v(x,y,z,8) = EW,(x,y,z)q,(t)
i=l
N
w(x,y,z,t) = E_F,i(x,y,z)q,i(t)
i=l
(4.13)
(4.14)
(4.15)
_F _x. _.z_i are the mode shape vectors in the x, y, and z directions, respectively, and
q(x.y.z_i(t) are time dependent generalized coordinates. The x-translation, u, of the system
at the (x o, Y0, z0) location is expressed as:
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U(Xo,Yo, Zo)= _ l(Xo, Yo, Zo)q_l + _P,2(Xo, Yo, Zo)q,2 + "'" (4.16)
In matrix notations, the translational degrees of freedom can be written
where
o o° ]iv]= o [v,, v,:..v,_]
o o [% %...v_]
(4.17)
(4.18)
and
qr = {qxl q12"" qxLiqyl qy2"" qyuiq_l qz2 ""qzN}. (4.19)
The potential energy of the system is defined
U= ½ f_f {e}T {o}d V
vox._ (4.20)
The constitutive equations provide the relationship between the stress and strain:
o = G(e- A) (4.21)
The total strain, e, can be calculated based on rnidplane strain, eo , and curvature, _:. The
longitudinal and lateral strains and the shear strain are defined:
bu
m
E_x bX
bv
_YY = b--;
bu bv
Y_Y by bx
(4.22)
(4.23)
(4.24)
For a plate, the displacements are related to quantities at the midplane ( midplane denoted
by the subscript, 0);
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bw 0
U-" Uo--Z_ bx
bw o
V--V 0 -- Z --_--y
W=W 0
which allows the plate strains to be expressed as
= bu---Z°- z b2w----°-°
ex_ bx bx 2
_ bVo b2Wo
ey,- b---y- z b--b-_-
=bu° +bv° 2z b2w°
Y_Y by b'-x- bxby
(4.25)
(4.26)
(4.27)
(4.28)
(4.29)
(4.30)
or
Exx =Exx ° +ZK x
_yy -' I_yy ° "l" ZlCy
'Yxy = "/,_y, + Z_y
(4.31)
(4.32)
(4.33)
where the following definitions are made:
= bu...o
_u, bx
-- bVo
eyy,- b"_--
_ 0% +
Y'Y by
bv 0
bx
b2Wo
Kx = c3x2
b2w0
_:y = by2
_:,_y=-2 b2w°
bx by
Strain, expressed as
E = E o +ZK
is substituted into the constitutive equations to provide
(4.34 a, b, c)
(4.35 a, b, c)
(4.36)
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O"= O(eo + zlC - A). (4.37)
The potential energy now becomes:
1 fff( Z./_)TU = _- eo + G(e o + zK: - A)dV
Volume (4.38)
T 1 TlIII/ o  III/ o
Volume Volume (4.39)
Note that the midplane strain and the curvature are independent of z. Thus,
Vo1,,m, _ _a,,., (4.40)
The potential energy can then be calculated
U= "_'-S_lS_0T[.l_hiScS_ dg]_ 0 -t"_0TI./.I,tiSriGsZ dzl 1(-t.-_T[.l.tti_c_lGg dz]_o-.t.-<T[.I.hiS_Z2 dz]ll_ dA
--_'SSI_oT[.I_,IiS_A dz]'<'t'll_'T[.l.,hi_ck.r_Z/'Ik dz} dA
(4.41)
Defining the integrals through the thickness:
= fG dz
iI
_" (4.42)
B= fGz dz
_c_,,,, (4.43)
D = fGz 2 dz
_' (4.44)
= fGA dzNA
,I
_'* (4.45)
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M^ = SGzA dz
Thielm,'_,
The A, B and D matrices are called extensional, coupling and bending stiffnesses,
respectively.
(4.46)
The potential energy, expressed in terms of these integrals is written
or
U----_SSEoTAEoq-EoTBK-t-KTBEoq-KTDK dm
(4.47)
(4.48)
Referring back to the strain and curvature functions in terms of displacements, an operator,
D , is defined such that
where
D IT =
jtuot{ }tovo
LWoJ,
3 3 0 0
o
0 0 0
_y _x
_2 _2
0 0 0
_x 2 _y2
0
(4.49)
(4.50)
The general relation from midplane displacements to displacements at a distance, z, from
the midplane is easily derived. However, if the displacements are given for the midplane,
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asis thecasefor plateelementresultsof af'miteelementmodel,thereis aone-to-one
correspondence.Thesubscriptson thedisplacementvectorarethusdropped.
Recallingtheexpressionfor thedisplacementsin termsof generalized coordinates allows
the midplane strain and curvature to be expressed
(4.51)
Substituting this expression into the potential energy expression,
Area Area (4.52)
or, moving the generalized coordinate outside of the integrals
where
U = l_qrF_q- l_qrF2,
Area
(4.53)
(4.54)
(4.55)
1:1is the generalized structural stiffness matrix, K,.
The kinetic energy development follows a similar path. By def'mition, kinetic energy, T, is
Volume (4.56)
where
(4.57)
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From equation 4.17, the displacement vector is expressed by the mode shapes multiplied
by the generalized coordinates. The mode shapes are independent of time, so that the
expression for the time derivative of displacement is
{tit = [W]{dl} (4.58)
where ( ) represents the derivative with respect to time. The kinetic energy is then written
T = 1_ III pClTtlJTtIJ¢[dV
Vol_mo (4.59)
Moving the generalized coordinates outside of the integral, the expression becomes
or
where
m 1//2 CIT Ill _)_I/T ti-tdVc l
vol_° (4.60)
T = 1//2dlTF3dl' (4.61)
F3 = Iflp_pTWdV
vol_, (4.62)
The triple integral over the volume can be expressed as the double integral over the area of
the integral over the thickness. Assuming that the mode shapes are constant through the
thickness, the mass per unit area, m 0, can be defined as the integral of the density through
The expression for F3 is recognized as the generalized structural massthe thickness.
matrix.
Ms = I::3= II m°_pT_PdA
X_ (4.63)
V
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In formulating the Lagrangian equations of motion, the conservative forces of the system
are contained in the potential and kinetic energy expressions. [4"2] The nonconservative
forces, namely the aerodynamics, are represented by generalized forces, Qt.
d(OT) OT _U OD
_tt_,_q_J-_qt +-+_qi _-=Qi (4.64)
Using the previously-derived energy expressions, the Lagrange equations become
_D
F3q +--+ Flq = Qi + F2
which can be transformed to the Laplace domain and rewritten as
(4.65)
(4.66)
which is the classical second order aeroelastic equation formulation with the exception of
the term on the right hand side. F2 is the force generated by the actuating strain, which
arose from the addition to the potential energy expression. It appeared because a
mechanical stress was being produced by a nonmechanical swain. In the aeroelastic
problem, Lagrange's equations are written as a balance of mechanical energy.
In order to transform the aerodynamics into the Laplace domain, it was necessary to apply a
second order rational function approximation to the aerodynamics. [4"3l These
approximations to the flexible forces and control forces are described as
= s2(C _2Q, Jf \2v) \_v)
s(C +r  l
Jp \2v) t Jp \2v)
(4.67)
(4.68)
Neglecting the inertial and damping terms generated by the control surface aerodynamics,
the equations of motion are written
where
= +_ C
(St 1M=M,+_ 2 t
Defining the vectors
(4.69)
(4.70)
(4.71)
(4.72)
xf, ={qt} (4.73)
xf2 = s{qf} (4.74)
these equations can be readily converted to f'trst order form. [4"4]
slX,, 0 I lJ'xt, 0 0
(4.75)
4.3 ANALYTICAL MODELING OF THE PIEZOELECTRIC ACTUATOR
The equations derived in the previous section consist of components that are calculated by
standard methods, with the exception of the force due to the piezoelectric actuators, F2.
This section presents a more detailed look at the calculation of this matrix as well as the
approximations used to implement the calculations.
From equation 4.55, the force is given as
[M^
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The rows of the force and moment due to strain actuation can be specified
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I NA'1
NA=iNn2 _'
[NA,J
M^ = 1M^,
MA3 .
(4.76)
(4.77)
The definitions of the operator
[DW] =
md modal matrices are recalled from equations
"3
0 0
a
0 -- 0
by
± ± 0 0 0]]by bx 3 2 0 [Wy,] 0
0 0 - bx-'--5" 0 0 [_z,
32 ]-
by 2
0 0
a 2
0 0 -2 _--_--y (4.78)
Consider only the out of plane displacements, (i.e. Wx, andWy, are zero), the matrix
dimension shrinks to
I0 0 0 a2% a2v" - b2vxq[ov]" L (4.79)
The design of the flexible mount system gave special consideration to preventing the plunge
spring tines from deforming in torsion. The piezoelectric plates are oriented along the
spring tines which deform primary in the y-direction (i.e. creating moments about the x-
axis). Therefore any derivative taken with respect to x will be considered negligible,
leaving
Thus,
[D_t/] T =I0 0 0 0 b2_'IJzby2 0] (4.80)
F2= ' Oy2 A_dA
The piezoelectrically-induced moment was derived in equation 4.46:
MA = _GzA dz
Thiekn_s
(4.81)
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The second row, corresponding to MA,, is
f_ I v12E--'_2HA2 = 1 -- VI2V21
Thi as
E--2 0 zdz
1 -- VI2V2L
Recalling from the discussion of constitutive relations,
= d_ v_
t
Then
Defining
provides
f tV12+1 _ 1V.... 2d3t t 3 zdz
HAa = T_a_,. 1 -- V12V21
.1 V12 + 1 _ 1y = __m 2d31-
- Vt2V2, t
(4.82)
(4.83)
(3.84)
(4.85)
M^2 = _yV3zdz
_.,, (4.86)
The scalar, Y, consists of geometric and material properties. For any isotropic lamina, Yis
independent of the location, z, so it may be taken outside of the integral. The structure is
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consideredto consistof severallayerscomposedof differentmaterials.
thethicknessis decomposedinto severalparts.
,,, Layerl Layea'2 Layer3 Layer4 Layea'5
The integral over
(4.87)
where the layer geometry is defined in figure 4.1.
7 is a function of the electromechanical coupling coefficient, d31. Neither steel nor the
bonding compound exhibit any coupling behavior so for layers 2,3, and 4, the coupling
coefficients are all zero. As long as oppositely oriented voltages are applied to the top and
bottom plates, they are geometrically and electrically similar such that the integrals through
the layers are equal. Therefore,
r_+t
IVIA_= 2T1V3 |zdz (4.88)
After solving the integral,
and
1,'l^, = glv3 (2Et + t2), (4.89)
1"r 32qJ_ (2_t t 2)dAF==jj --aT-y=r,v, +
Aru (4.90)
To implement the actuator equation, numerical integration must be performed. The integral
equation is approximated as a summation over the node points of a discretized structural
model. [4.6]
nnode.s
j---I (4.91)
where Aj is the surface area associated with each node.
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-- ( )j--I OY2 J
There are two modes used in the analysis, so
F2 = 7_(22t +t2) ,
,lllod_l
b2P,1
) Ajj=_l( 0Y2 j__
r,
F2={F2}d31v3
(4.92)
(4.93)
(4.94)
where Fi is associated with the ith mode.
Ivl-v,=V2,.f -'2 .= _.'--- (4.95)
The aeroservoelastic equations of motion are thus
o ,lX,,j -_I-'I_-_-'ISJlXf,
where
In traditional controls notation [4"6],
(4.96)
1
v,,.. (4.97)
= Ax + Bu (4.98)
4.4 MODEL CONSTRUCTION
The equations derived in the previous sections were implemented using various software
packages. This section will describe the following specific modeling steps. The analytical
structural model was discretized; a f'mite element model was constructed and analyzed. An
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aerodynamicmodelwasgeneratedby discretizingthewing. Generalizedaerodynamic
forceswerecalculatedusinglifting surfacetheory.To implementheaerodynamicforces
in statespaceform theywereapproximatedusingrationalfunctions.Theactuatorand
sensormatrices,B andC, werecomputedusingfinite differencetechniques.
4.4.1 FiniteElementModel
A f'miteelementmodel[4"7]of the wind tunnel wing and the two degree of freedom mount
system, (figure 4.2), was constructed and analyzed using MSC NASTRAN [4"8]. The
model developed represented the primary airfoil with solid elements; the wing extension
and mass ballast were represented with concentrated mass elements. The spring tines were
modeled with plate elements. A torsional spring was added at the pivot point to better
represent the experimentally-determined pitch frequency.
Observing the physical system in motion indicated that the plunge spring tines had clamped
or guided boundary conditions. The full finite element model closely predicted the plunge
frequency when this boundary condition was enforced. Further observation of the motion
indicated that the pitch spring boundary condition at the pitch pivot point was stiffer than a
_j [49]
cantilever, while the other end of the tine looked cantilevereo. " The exaggerated sketch
of figure 4.3 depicts this phenomenon. Using experimental frequencies and calculated
inertias, spring stiffness constants were computed for three wing configurations: the
primary airfoil structure alone, one with the balsa wood wing extension and one also
containing a .007 Ibm mass ballast. From the average stiffness value, the cantilevered
stiffness of the existing finite element model was subtracted. The resulting stiffness was
included in the finite element model by means of an explicitly modeled spring at the pitch
pivot point.
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Thelocationson thespringtineswherepiezoelectricplateswerebondedweredefinedas
compositeplates,wherethelayersof piezoelectriceramicutilizedtemperature-dependent
materialpropertycapabilitiesof thecode.Theparallelconstitutiverelationsof thermal-
mechanicalandelectro-mechanicalsystemsallowedthevoltageappliedto theceramicsto
berepresentedby anappliedtemperaturefield.
4.4.2 Aerodynamics
UnsteadyaerodynamicswerecalculatedusingtheDoublet-LatticeMethod[4"10]as
implementedin theAeroelasticVehicleAnalysis(AVA) conglomerationof computer
codes.[4.11]
TheDoublet-LatticeMethodis apanelmethodfor solvingtheintegralequationrelatingthe
normalwashandtheaerodynamicloadingfor lifting surfacesin subsonicflow. Discrete
lifting elements,consistingof anoscillatorydoubletline and a horseshoe vortex,
approximate the loading. The steady flow effects are represented by the vortex; the doublet
represents the incremental effects of oscillatory, unsteady, motion.
AVA uses the modal displacement vectors to calculate the generalized aerodynamic forces
(GAFs) at discrete reduced frequencies. The program output is a table for each reduced
frequency, where the columns of the table correspond to modal and control deflections,
while the rows correspond to modal pressures or forces. Because the airfoil is rigid over
the airspeed range of interest, the displacements are input at six points along the leading and
trailing edges of the primary wing section. The aerodynamic model has 5 chordwise boxes
and 10 spanwise boxes for a total of 50. The GAFs were calculated at Mach .05 for 8
values of reduced frequency ranging from .001 to 2.0.
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4.4.3 RationalFunctionApproximationsfor theAerodynamics
Theaerodynamicsproducedby theDoublet-Latticecodearetranscendentalfunctionsof
reduced frequency. In order to incorporate them into the state space equations of motion,
they must be approximated by rational functions of the Laplace variable, s. [4"3] Equations
4.67 and 4.68 illustrate the second order approximations made. The Integration of
Structures, Aerodynamics and Controls ( ISAC ) conglomeration of codes [4"12] was used
to perform these approximations and generate the resultant s-plane GAFs. The objective of
the fit is to determine the coefficients such that the approximation best fits the tabular data in
a least-squares sense subject to a set of linear equality constraints which are imposed upon
the coefficients. The constraints imposed for this model are the approximations will exactly
match the tabular values at zero reduced frequency for each of the modes. Figure 4.4
shows the GAF's plotted as a function of reduced frequency and the results of the
approximation.
4.4.4 Finite Difference Program for Generating Structural Influence Matrix of the
Actuators
The actuators have two influences in the equations of motion. The first, traditionally
represented influence, is the effect on the aerodynamics. The actuator moves the wing,
causing an aerodynamic interaction. The control mode aerodynamic forces were generated
by applying simulated voltages within the finite element code and using these displacements
as input mode shapes to the Doublet-Lattice aerodynamic portion of AVA. The structural
influence matrix, which was denoted F, in Section 3 of this chapter, is calculated by a
finite difference program. This code calculates the second derivative at the center of each of
the structural elements by using the displacements two node points from both sides of the
element. The only elements which are included in this calculation are those which are
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laminatedwith thepiezoelectricplates.Eachof theactuatingplateslocatedneartherootof
theplungespringsconsistsof 6 elements,eachof whichare.25inchesin lengthand 1inch
wide. Theactuatorsnearertheclampingblockareshorterandhaveonly 4elementsto
modelthem. Thedisplacementsareassumedto beconstantacrossthewidth of thespring
tine,soonly onerowof displacementsalongthelengthareusedin thecalculations.
4.4.5 FiniteDifferenceProgram for Modeling the Strain Gage
Strain gages configured to measure cantilever bending are also governed by the behavior of
the second derivative of the motion, taken with respect to the length-wise coordinate. [4"13]
The same basic program used in calculating the actuator influence matrix was modified to
calculate the strain gage coefficients. The second derivative was calculated at locations near
the root of the plunge spring and multiplied by the spring tine thickness to predict the strain
on the surface.
4.4.6 Generating the State Space Equations of Motion
Assembly of the equations of motion was done using MATRIXX, a commercially-available
software package from Integrated Systems Incorporated. [4"14] The continuous, open loop
model was generated in first order form. The procedure, given in Table 4.1, shows the
details of the A and B matrix calculations and the C matrix for strain gage measurements.
These matrices are then discretized using the appropriate sample rate.
4.5 MODELING THE CONTROL COMPUTER DYNAMICS
The influences of the zero order hold and one time step delay on the closed loop system
were examined using Matlab, a commercially available software package from The Math
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WorksIncorporated.[4"15]Theinfluenceof thesampleratewasalsodetermined.
MATRIXX implicitly modelsboththezeroorderholdandaonesampledelayautomatically
whenthe discretizationcommandis used.
Illustratedin figure4.5for againfeedbackcontrollaw,thecontrolcomputerintroducesits
owndynamicsinto thefeedbackpath.Thedigitalcontrollerimplementationschemeshifts
theoutputdatabyonesampleandappliesazeroorderhold. Thefrequencyresponseof the
digital controllerisdifferentfor differentsamplerates.By usingasampleratewhich
emulatesanalogderivativefeedbacknearthefrequencyof controlinterestallowsthesystem
. [4 16]
to simulate derivative feedback, despite having only displacement measurements. " The
current control law utilizes the dynamics of the implementation scheme, requiring only gain
feedback. The frequencies of concern lie between 7.9 and 11.1 Hertz. Figure 4.5 shows
that for a 20 Hz sample rate, the phase is -270 degrees, or +90 degrees at 10 Hz. Thus, the
phase characteristics simulate a derivative in the frequency range of interest.
4.6 SCALING AND CORRECTION FACTORS
The experimental setup contains amplifiers, discretizations, etc, which must be included in
the analytical model if a controller design is to be applied to the physical system. The strain
produced on the model is measured by gages which produce voltages. These voltage levels
are insufficient for the digital controller to discern. Thus, an amplifier with a gain of 100 is
introduced into the strain path. It must also be kept in mind that the strain is not actually
fed back, but a voltage proportional to strain. Any control law generated must account for
this factor. The feedforward path, from the control computer to the piezoelectrics also
contains an amplifier, which multiplies the input by 25. This gain is included in the
computation of the control matrix, B.
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Theequationsgeneratedcontainerrorsdueto inabilityof theoryto predictphysical
phenomena,shortcomingsin methodsused,neglectedterms,andnonidealitiesof the
physicalmodel. Thecomputationof thestraingagevaluesby afinitedifferencetechnique
hadanerrorof 30%atzerofrequency.Becausethedifferencingwasperformedonplate
elementsveryneartheclampedboundarycondition,it wasdeterminedthatthevalues
yieldedwereinaccurate.Thestraingageequations,werescaledby 1.3to accountfor this.
Zerofrequencygainswerealsocomputedexperimentallyfor thetransferfunctionfrom the
piezoelectricvoltageto thestraingageoutput. Theywereoff by 20%. This was
anticipateddueto theunmodeledbondinglayer. Thecontrolmatrixwasmultipliedby 1.2
in anattemptto correctfor thisdifference.
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CHAPTER 5 ANALYSES
Analyses were performed utilizing the aeroservoelastic equations of motion derived and
developed in Chapter 4. The f'mite element model was utilized not only to construct the
structural matrices but to assist in several studies. Aeroelastic analysis was performed to
predict the open loop flutter speed and frequency and to identify the flutter mechanism.
Control law design and closed loop analyses were performed using the discretized form of
the equations.
5.1 FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES
The finite dement model served several purposes: 1) the structural matrices were
generated; 2) by performing a normal modes analysis, natural frequencies and mode shapes
were calculated; 3) a parametric study was performed to design the mass ballast; 4)
parameter variations were performed to determine the placement of the actuating plates
necessary to obtain the maximum control effect and 5) by incorporating the piezoelectric
actuating plates in the finite element model, control surface deflection modes required for
the aeroelastic equations were generated.
The presence of the piezoelectric elements on the spring tines makes the calculation of the
mass and stiffness characteristics not necessarily straightforward. Approximate values for
mass and stiffness properties were calculated based on beam theory equations which
neglect any stiffening due to the piezoelectric elements. The plunge spring was modeled
with a cantilevered boundary condition while the pitch spring stiffness was computed for
cantilevered and then guided boundary conditions. The frequency predictions are presented
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in Table5.1. Finiteelementresultsarealsopresentedfor variouspitchboundary
conditionswith andwithoutpiezoelectricplatesincorporated.Thepitchspringboundary
conditionwasenforcedfirst asacantileverandsecondasacombinationof cantileverand
guidedboundaryconditions.Theresultof thecombinedsystemlies between the beam
theory predictions of the idealized cantilever and guided beams. The t-mite element model
was augmented with the piezoelectric actuators and reanalyzed. The plunge frequency
increased by 15%; there was little influence on the pitch mode, which was modeled using
the combined cantilever and guided boundary condition.
Normal mode analyses [5"1] were performed to generate natural frequencies and mode
shapes. An eigenvalue analysis was performed to solve the undamped system:
[K0 - _'iM']{ u/t}=0 (5.1)
The naturalfrequencieswere calculated
f, (Hz) = _ _i
2n ' " (5.2)
The resulting undamped mode shapes, {_ }, are orthogonal and, like any eigenvectors,
can be arbitrarily scaled. It is a common practice in aeroelastic modeling to scale them such
that a unit generalized structural mass matrix is generated.
M, = [W]-IM,[W] = [I] (5.3)
The vibration mode shapes are shown in Figure 5.1; the ftrst mode, designated plunge due
to the dominance of translational motion, was predicted at a frequency of 7.8 Hz. The
second mode, which is characterized by the pitching of the airfoil relative to the mount
system, has a natural frequency of 10.9 Hz.
The natural frequencies of the system are dependent upon the mass distribution:
c°Pl _ _- (5.4)
cOo _ ki_y°y
(5.5)
The total mass of all components supported by the plunge spring tines, m, is used in the
calculation of the plunge frequency. The inertia used in the calculation of the pitch
frequency is the inertia of the entire wing about the pitch axis. The mass ballast is located
far enough from the axis of rotation that it provides a significant contribution to the inertia.
The flutter speed has been shown in Chapter 2 to be sensitive to frequency separation.
Thus, the flutter characteristics can be adjusted by slight modifications to the mass ballast.
Table 5.2 compares the analytical predictions of the natural frequencies for mass ballasts
from 0.005 Ibm to 0.017 Ibm. It also shows the frequencies for the primary wing
unballasted and also with only the balsa wood wing extension.
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A study was performed to determine the optimal placement of the actuating plates. Using
one inch long piezoelectric segments, a pair of actuators was analytically placed at different
locations on the plunge spring tines. Table 5.3 shows the displacement generated at the
"free" end as a function of the actuator location. The actuators should be placed in regions
of high strain. Both investigations indicate that the plates should be placed near either end
of the clamped spring fine. A similar investigation for the pitch spring indicated that, if
actuators were placed on it, they should be located as near the cantilever end as possible.
A temperature field was used to simulate a voltage applied across the piezoelectric elements.
The last two items of the purpose statement are accomplished through this mechanism. To
calculate a deflection mode for the control, a modal response to a unit input to the control
surface must be generated. Oppositely charged voltages were applied to each side of the
actuator, (figure 5.2). The top plate is in contraction in the horizontal or in-plane direction,
while the bottom plate is in expansion in the same direction. By using the resultant
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displacementvectorasamodeshapein theaerodynamicanalysis,themodalcomponentsof
the aerodynamic influence of the control are calculated.
5.2 AEROELASTIC ANALYSIS
Flutter analysis of the model was conducted by analyzing the open loop aeroelastic
equations of motion at a given density for various velocities. [5"21 As the velocity changes,
the relative influence of the aerodynamic and structural contributions to the inertial,
damping, and stiffness characteristics of the system change. The velocity root locus plot of
Figure 5.3 shows some of the open loop flutter characteristics. The plot traces the roots of
the system as the airspeed is increased. The horizontal axis is the real part, while the
vertical axis is the imaginary part. The imaginary axis represents the point of neutral
stability or zero damping, where theoretically responses will neither converge nor diverge.
Flutter, defined as an oscillatory divergence, is represented on a root locus plot by an
eigenvalue crossing this axis into the right half plane.
The figure predicts the behavior of the plunge and pitch modes for sea level density. The
frequencies of the two modes migrate towards one another as the aerodynamics couple the
two modes. When the frequencies are close together, the modes interact with one another
and the system is driven unstable, shown by the plunge mode eigenvalue crossing into the
right half plane. The predicted flutter mechanism involves the coalescence of the plunge
and pitch modes at a velocity of 560 inches per second and at a frequency of 9.1 Hz.
An alternate method of expressing the same data is to plot the frequencies and the damping
ratio as functions of velocity. This method will be discussed later in the comparison of
analysis and experiment.
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For flutter to occur,bothdegreesof freedommustbepresent.Figures5.4and5.5
illustratethebehaviorof thesystemif only oneof themodesis present.Eithermodeby
itself hasatendencyto becomemorehighlydampedasthevelocityis increased.The
plungemode,however,showsa staticdivergencetendency,(frequencyapproachingzero),
andwill divergefor avelocityabovethewind tunnellimit.
5.3 CONTROLLAW DESIGN& CLOSEDLOOPANALYSIS
Controllawsdesignsfor flutter suppressionarevariedin complexity. Energymethods,
includingoptimalcontrolhavebeenutilized.[1"1'1.2,1.3]This approachleadsto higher
ordercontrollers,whichmaybenecessaryfor controllingverycomplexsystems.
Reference1.4utilizedclassicalcontrolmethodsbracedwith parametervariationsto identify
andcompensatefor weaknessesof thecontrollaw. Thisdesignwasimplementedona
free-to-rollwindtunnelmodelwhichencompassedbothsymmetricandantisymmetric
fluttermodes.Becauseof thesimplicityof thetestarticleconsideredin thisstudy,atwo
degreeof freedomsystem,theaeroelasticphenomenonshouldbecontrollablethrougha
simplefeedbacklaw. Gainfeedback[3"6]utilizing thedynamicsof thediscretization
process,is investigated.Thestrain-proportionalvoltageis theinput to thecontrollaw.
Thesignalis discretizedbya20Hz samplerandthenmultipliedby thefeedbackgain.
Digital to analogconvertersholdtheoutputdatauntil theendof thesampleperiod.The
outputsignalis thenupdated.Thisvalueis helduntil theendof thenextsampleperiod,
whennewoutputdataisavailable.References4.6and5.3providemoredetailed
explanationsof thedigital-to-analogconversion,calledazeroorderhold. Thedynamicsof
thecontrollawcomputerarefurtherinvestigatedin Chapter5; theirinfluencehasbeen
includedin thefollowing analyses.
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Controllaw design is traditionally performed in the continuous domain. Because the
control law computer dynamics were an integral part of this design, however, the discrete
domain model was utilized in this investigation. Figure 5.6 shows the continuous complex
plane, (s-plane), and the discrete complex plane, (z-plane). These illustrations aid in
understanding the system behavior as the discrete system eigenvalues change. On a
diagram of discrete system eigenvalues, the stability condition corresponds to the location
of the roots relative to the unit circle. Roots located outside of the unit circle correspond to
instabilities, that is, the imaginary axis of the continuous complex plane, maps to the unit
circle of the discrete complex plane.
Design models were constructed from the aeroservoelastic equations of motion developed
in Chapter 3. Because these equations contain velocity-dependent terms, models were
created at several distinct velocities. The equations representing the system at the open loop
flutter condition, determined to be 580 inches per second, was the initial design model.
The continuous model was discretized with a 20 Hz sample rate. A gain root locus,
constructed by varying the gain from 0 to 120 is shown in figure 5.7. Each eigenvalue
trace begins at the open loop system values which correspond to a feedback gain of zero.
One pair of roots shown in figure 5.7 is unstable for the open loop case because this
velocity corresponds to the open loop flutter condition. The flutter mode eigenvalues
stabilize for small feedback gains, since they migrate inside the unit circle almost
immediately. As the gain increases, the eigenvalues continue to migrate in a stable manner
for a feedback gains up to 108, where one destabilizes again.
The stability criterion can be expressed as a limit on the magnitude of the eigenvalues. The
magnitude of the largest eigenvalue must be less than 1.0 for the system to be stable.
Figure 5.8 shows the value of the maximum magnitude of the eigenvalues plotted against
feedback gain. The design model, 580 inches per second, is stabilized for gains higher
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than14but lessthan108. As thegain is increasedfrom 0 to approximately45, thesystem
becomesmorestable;additionalgaindoesnotdecreasetheeigenvaluemagnitude.This
model,however,representsthesystematonly oneairspeed.Thesamefigure showsthe
variationwith gainfor severalairspeeds.With barelyapuff of air on themodel,1 inchper
second,themodelis openloopstable.As thegainincreases,thereis very little changein
theeigenvaluemagnitudeuntil thegainreaches102.Themagnitudeincreasesandthe
systemisdrivenunstablefor gainsof 104andabove.Themaximumairspeedfor which
gainfeedbackwill stabilizethesystemwasfoundto be1300inchespersecond.As
indicatedin thefigure,gainsof between103and108will stabilizethesystemat this
airspeed.If physicallyattainableandnostabilitymarginsarerequired,103is theoptimal
gain. Practicalimitationson thegain,however,will notallowa gainof thismagnitudeto
beimplemented.
Saturationplaceslimits ontheimplementablefeedbackgain. In a traditionalaircraftcontrol
scheme, aerodynamic saturation of the control surfaces as they stall or the limits of
hydraulic actuators restrict the gains. In this experiment, the piezoelectric actuators are
capable of handling more voltage than the operational amplifier is capable of producing.
This then becomes the weak link. The amplifier has an output limit of 80 volts. It
amplifies input voltages by 25. Thus, the maximum input voltage is 3.2 volts.
maximum gain * maximum strain response < 3.2 volts (5.6)
The open loop strain response has a maximum measured voltage of .08 volts for wind
tunnel conditions just below flutter. This would limit the gain to 40. Based on
experimental observations, the limit on the gain was refined to 33. The trend illustrated in
figure 5.8 indicates that the gain should be as large as possible, but below 104, to stabilize
the system over the largest velocity range.
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Usingthelargestallowablefeedbackgain,33,avelocityroot locuswasconstructed.
Figure5.9showsthetracesof theeigenvaluesasthevelocity is increasedfrom 0 to 700.
As with thegainroot locus,astablesystemhaseigenvaluesall lying within theunit circle.
Theflutter modeis initially stabilizedandthenslowlybeginsto migratebacktowardthe
unit circle. Therootcrossesthestabilityboundary,predictingclosedloopflutter at648
inchespersecond.Thepreviousgraph,(figure5.8),showsthevariationof maximum
eigenvaluemagnitudeasafunctionof gainfor thisvelocity. Theinfluenceof increasing
velocitycanalsobeseenon thisgraphby examiningthedashedverticallinerepresentinga
feedbackgainof 33. At 1 inchpersecond,theeigenvalueis just belowthestabilitypoint,
1.0. Thenextvelocity plottedis theopenloop flutterspeed,580inchespersecond.The
eigenvaluemagnitudehasdecreasedindicatingthestabilizingeffectof thefeedback.
Movingto thenextvelocityplottedin thefigure,648inchespersecond,thetraceintersects
thestabilityboundary.Recallthatthisis theclosedloopflutter speed.Highervelocities,
representedonly by the1300inchespersecondplot, indicateasubstantiallyincreased
magnitudeor instability.
A comparisonbetweentheopenandclosedloopeigenvaluemagnitudesfor increasing
velocitiesispresentedin figure 5.10. Theeffectof thegainfeedbackisshownto separate
thenaturalfrequenciesastheaerodynamicinfluencegrows( i.e.thevelocity getslarger
increasingthemagnitudeof theaerodynamicontributionsto themass,dampingand
stiffnessmatrices). Theinitial flutter studies,performedin thedesignphaseof theproject,
indicatedthatseparationof thezeroairspeednaturalfrequencies,or undampednatural
frequencieswouldhavetheeffectof delayingtheonsetof flutter, (figure2.13).
5.4 RESULTSSUMMARY
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Thefinite elementresultsindicatedthatthepiezoelectricplatesshouldbeplacednearthe
endsof thespringtines. Thenaturalfrequenciespredictedwere7.8and10.9Hz. The
resultsof theopenloopaeroelasticanalysisindicatetheflutteronsetat560inchesper
second.Utilizing gainfeedback,with againof 33,andcontrollaw computerdynamics
impartedby a20Hzsamplerate,theclosedloopflutter speedis predictedto improveby
15.7%.
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CHAPTER 6 EXPERIMENTS
Experiments were performed at various points during this project. Static testing was
performed on the model to check and determine gains within the open loop system. This
was a very useful test due to the many component parts which were necessary to conduct
the sensing and actuating. System identification testing was performed using several
techniques to extract modal frequencies, dampings, transfer functions and general system
behavior. Open and closed loop flutter tests were conducted and the results compared to
one another as well as to analytical predictions.
6. I STATIC TESTING
Several tests were performed to determine open loop system gains. To validate and correct
the mathematical model, an experiment was devised to check the strain gage coefficients. A
known displacement was applied to the clamping block, (figure 3.2); the strain was
measured. Applying the same amount of displacement to the mathematical model yielded a
strain 30% smaller. The sensors equations associated with the strain gage were increased
to give the correct d.c. value. With the strain equation yielding the experimental value, a
constant voltage was applied to the piezoelectrics and a strain was measured. The
mathematical model predicted 20% less strain than the measured value. The control matrix
was then scaled to yield the correct value.
6.2 SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION TESTING
There were several experimental and analytical techniques used to extract system
parameters, (figure 6.1). Impulse response functions of the accelerometer generated by
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6.2 SYSTEMIDENTIFICATIONTESTING
Therewereseveralexperimentalandanalyticaltechniquesusedtoextractsystem
parameters,(figure6.1). Impulseresponsefunctionsof theaccelerometergeneratedby
hammertestsprovedtobethemostreliablemeansof extractingthenaturalfrequenciesof
thesystem,butcouldbeusedonly atzeroairspeedbecausethemodelcouldnotbedirectly
accessedwhile in thetunnel. Additionally,theamountof disturbanceintroducedto the
flow by thepresenceof theaccelerometeranditsleadwiredrasticaUyalteredthe
aerodynamicbehavior.A secondtechnique,employedtoobtainamoredramaticresponse
from thepitchmodewasto pluckthespringtineandrecordthefreedecaydata.This free
decaytechniquewaseffectiveatlow airspeeds,wherethepluckingdid notperturbthe
modelenoughto inducelargeoscillationflutter. Thethird techniquewasto excitethe
modelby applyingrandomvoltageto thepiezoelectricactuators.Therewereseveral
advantagesto thismethod-mostimportantly,theactuatorinfluencewasincludedin the
results.Also,becausetheamplitudeof theinputcouldbecarefullycontrolled,this
techniquecouldbeusedthroughouthetestenvelopewithoutinducingflutter. Noaccess
to themodelor flow-disruptinggageswererequired.With this technique,the inputis
recorded,allowing transferfunctionsto becalculated.
Two of thethreemethodsinvolvethecalculationof transferfunctions.Thisis
accomplishedbyreadingthetimehistoriesinto Mat.labandtransformingthem, via fast
Fouriertransforms,into thefrequencydomain.Theautospectrum,O,.,.,of theinput and
cross-spectrumof theoutputwith the input,Ouy,arecalculated:
• ..,. = FFT(u) * FFT(u)
O,y = FFT(u) * FFT(y)
(6.1)
(6.2)
The transfer function is the ratio of the crosspectrum over the autospectrum.
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6.2.1 Impulse Tests Administered on the Wing Using Hammer Taps
Hammer taps to produce impulse inputs were used at zero airspeed to extract the system
natural frequencies for various configurations of the model prior to its being mounted in the
wind tunnel.
The first set of impulse tests were designed to extract the uncoupled pitch mode frequency,
thus the plunge degree of freedom was constrained. The model was configured with and
without the balsa wood extension and with various amounts of mass ballast during these
tests. Data was taken for 16 seconds at 64 samples per second. Overlap averaging of
several runs was performed to obtain cleaner data. The results of these experiments are
given in Table 6.1 and compared with the analytical predictions based on the finite element
model. Figure 6.2 which shows frequency domain representations of the accelerometer
response for different mass ballasts.
A second set of experiments were performed utilizing the impulsive input which allowed
motion in both the plunge and pitch degrees of freedom. Figure 6.3 shows time histories
of hammer input, accelerometer response and strain gage output. The power spectral
density of the acceleration response, (figure 6.4(a)), indicates that the natural frequencies of
the final configuration are 7.9 and 11.1 Hz. Table 6.2 compares the natural frequencies
before and after the actuator elements were added to the finite dement model to the
experimentally-determined values. The structural damping of the plunge mode was also
determined from this data by taking the ratio of the frequency width of the peak at the half
amplitude and the natural frequency. The damping ratio is half of this value, .017. The
power spectrum of the strain response, (figure 6.4(c)), does not define the modes as well,
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butalsoindicatesapproximatelythesevaluesfor thefrequencies.Thephaseplotsare
presentedin figure 6.4.
6.2.2 FreeDecayTestsAdministeredby SpringTinePluck
Therationalein usingthefreedecaytesttoextractpitchmodedata is that, given that there
is no actuator for this mode, it can not be excited by random input tests. Additionally, the
impulse response testing failed to extract data suitable for determining the pitch mode
damping. Because the input signal can not be recorded, no transfer functions between the
input and output can be derived using this method. The free decay response to a pluck of
the pitch spring fine, however, provides insight into the damping of the pitch mode.
Acceleration response of the open loop system was generated by applying 7 impulses
during 18 seconds, (figure 6.5). Each response was fully decayed before the next was
applied. This data was analyzed using the logarithmic decrement technique.
The logarithmic decrement is defined for a decaying cyclic system by the ratio of peak
magnitudes for two cycles, which are n cycles apart.
The relationship of the logarithmic decrement to the damping ratio is
2n;
which for small values of damping can be approximated
8 = 2n_
giving the formula for damping ratio
_w
2nn \x. )
(6.4)
(6.5)
(6.6)
(6.7)
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Thestructuraldamping, g, is twice the damping ratio, _. For the pitch mode, a damping
ratio of .055 was obtained.
Impulse response tests via plucking were also used to examine the potential damping
improvements of the control law design. The strain responses to pluck tests of the open
and closed loop systems were compared, (figure 6.6). Both were normalized such that the
magnitude of the fil"st peak was 1.0 so that they could be compared. Both data sets were
obtained at 20 Hz sample rates. From this plot, the structural damping is shown to have
been increased by the presence of the controller.
6.2.3 Random Input Tests
The open loop system can not be identified fully with either of the techniques described
above because they do not include the influence of the piezoelectric actuator. To obtain
system transfer functions, the actuators to be used for control must also be used in the
system identification. The random inputs to the piezoelectric plates satisfy this criteria.
The input signal was random white noise with a Gaussian distribution and a zero mean
value. The amplitude of the signal, limited to 3.2 by the operational amplifier, was
adjusted to be as large as possible at different velocities tested. The larger the signal was,
the better the data which was obtained in terms of coherence. Large excitations near the
flutter velocity, however, drive the model unstable before the actual open loop flutter
condition is reached.
Random excitations were used to examine open loop behavior as the wind tunnel velocity
was increased. Figure 6.7 shows the magnitude of the strain versus frequency at eight
subcritical airspeeds. The plots are dominated by the plunge mode. The sequence of
pictures shows that as airspeed is initially increased, the peak magnitude is decreases and
the width remains fairly constant. Thus, the half magnitude point falls lower on the curve,
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that is, at a wider point on the peak. Qualitatively this indicates that the damping in this
mode increases. The fifth picture shows that the damping is decreasing. The response gets
progressively less damped as the flutter speed is approached.
6.3 OPEN LOOP FLU'Iq"ER TESTING
The risks associated with flutter testing are minimized in this experiment due to the unique
design of the test article. Because the mount system is located exterior to the tunnel and the
model is small, it is possible to stop flutter by manually taking hold of the flexible springs
or the clamping block.
During open loop flutter testing it was discovered that the presence of the lead wires
powering the piezoelectric plates increased the damping of the system. Originally, there
were four sets of piezoelectric actuators. Removing the wires from three of them removed a
significant amount of damping in the plunge degree of freedom and lowered the flutter
velocity by four percent.
The flutter tests were conducted by increasing the velocity and allowing the model to sit at
the tunnel condition for several minutes. The turbulence within the tunnel was relied upon
to be sufficient to perturb the model. Flutter was encountered at 580 inches per second; the
frequency of the oscillation was 9.4 Hz. A time history of the swain gage during a run in
which flutter was encountered, (figure 6.8), shows the divergent oscillations which begin
growing at 4.5 seconds and continue to grown until the maximum possible amplitude is
reached at 9.0 seconds. At this amplitude, safety stops of the tunnel inhibit the models
motion so that it won't be destroyed. The frequency domain representation of this data,
(figure 6.9), indicates the flutter frequency of 9.4 Hz.
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6.4 CLOSED LOOP FLUTTER TESTING
The majority of the closed loop flutter testing was conducted by activating the control law at
zero airspeed. Proceeding in the same manner as the open loop flutter testing, the speed
was increased until flutter was encountered. A comparison of open and closed loop strain
shows the decrease in magnitude of the response to wind tunnel turbulence, (figure 6.10).
These data were obtained just below the open loop flutter speed, at approximately 570
inches per second. The same data is seen on an expanded time scale in figure 6.11. Due to
limitations in the controUer programming the controller update rate and data sampling must
be consistent. The closed loop data was therefore obtained using a 20 Hz sample rate. The
open loop data appears smoother due to a higher sampling rate.
Increasing airspeed required more control energy to be exerted, table 6.3. The data
obtained at 710 inches per second is actually above the flutter speed. The control energy
bears this out. The system responses do not change significantly as velocity increases until
the controller proves insufficient to inhibit flutter, (figure 6.12). The results of the flutter
experiments and analyses are summarized in figure 6.13. An increase of 20% in flutter
velocity was achieved through active feedback. The closed loop flutter velocity was 697
inches per second at approximately 9.7 Hz.
The model was under almost complete control of the experimenter. The low risk associated
with fluttering the model allowed several unorthodox tests to be performed. For the first of
these tests, the tunnel velocity was set just above the open loop flutter speed with the model
degrees of freedom constrained. With the controller out of the loop the model was
released. Just after the onset of flutter, the control system was turned on. The already-
large oscillations, begun as unaugmented flutter, were too large to be damped out by the
control law. Throughout the analysis of the system, on which the controller design was
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based, small perturbations and linear relationships were assumed. The second additional
test was performed primarily as a demonstration. With the control system operating, the
wind tunnel speed was raised to a point between the open and closed loop flutter speeds.
The control law was turned off and divergent oscillations immediately began. This test
indicates that the unstable mode does not restabilize, at least within the velocity range
covered by the closed loop controller.
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
This research effort has resulted in the f'trst experimental demonstration of flutter
suppression employing piezoelectric actuators. A wind tunnel model was conceived,
designed, fabricated, installed and tested. Structural and aerodynamic models were created;
the aeroservoelastic equations of motion were derived and analyses performed. A digital
contorl law was designed based on a discretized model and was implemented. Open and
closed loop flutter tests were conducted, with excellement correlation achieved by analytical
predictions.
A two degree of freedom wind tunnel model consisting of a rigid wing attached to a flexible
mount system was designed based on preliminary flutter analyses. The rigid wing, with a
primary section made of Aluminum was connected to a cantilevered spring tine to control
the pitching degree of freedom and the entire assembly was then connected to a set of
spring tines to control the plunging motion. The configuration and dimensions of the
model were designed such that it would flutter well within the operating envelope of the
tunnel, could be safely tested within the available test section, and would have surfaces
suitable for mounting the piezoelectric plates in a bimorph configuration.
Analytical modeling of the wind tunnel model resulted in aeroservoelastic equations of
motion. The equations were derived from Lagrange's energy method and utilized modal
analysis of a discretized structural model. The natural frequencies were predicted to be 7.8
Hz for the plunge mode and 10.9 Hz for the pitch mode. Generalized aerodynamic forces
were generated via the Doublet-Lattice method and approximated with rational functions.
Expressions for the generalized forces associated with the control inputs were derived
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basedonclassiclaminatedplatetheoryandcalculatedusingfinitedifferencingtechniques
appliedto thediscretizedstructuralmodelresults.
Aeroelasticanalysisof theopenloopsystemgaveaflutterpredictionof 560inchesper
second.Utilizing theimplicit dynamicsof thecontrollawcomputer,againfeedback
controlsystemwasdesignedusingstrainasthefeedbacksignal. Optimizingthegainfor
thelargeststablevelocityrangeandaccountingfor saturationof theelectronichardware
involved,avalueof 33 resulted.Theflutter speedfor theclosedloop systemwas
predictedto be648inchespersecond,a 15.7%increase.
Experimentalresultsfrom severalsystemidentificationtestsdeterminedthenatural
frequencyof theplungemodeto be7.9Hz andthatof thepitchmodeto be 11.1Hz. The
structuraldampingsassociatedwith thesemodeswerealsodetermined.Theopenloop
flutter speedwasmeasuredat580inchespersecond.Theanalyticalpredictionwas
conservativeby 3.5%. Closedloopflutter testingwasperformedandaflutter speedof 697
inchespersecondwasobtained.Thisrepresentsa 20%improvementfrom theopenloop
case.Theanalyticalpredictionof closedloopflutter speedwasconservativeby 7.6%.
It is recommendedthatfurtherresearchbeperformedin theareaof controllingthe
aeroelasticresponsesof avehicleutilizingpiezoelectricactuators.A morerealisticand
complexmodelneedsto bedesignedwhichincorporatestrain-actuatingelementswithin
theairfoil design.Theconcepthasbeenprovento work,however,it hasnotyet been
shownto beworkablein termsof realaircraft. Experimentsonalargerscalearenow
calledfor.
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Fluttersuppressionis not theonly aeroelasticapplicationwhichmaycall for secondary
actuatorsmadeof adaptivematerials.Loadalleviationwhich iscurrentlyperformedby
aerodynamicontrolsurfacesmayproveto beanidealapplicationfor localizedstrain
actuation.By actuatingadaptivematerialelements,localstrainscouldbeproducedwhich
would try to counterthe loadsinducedwithin thestructureduringmaneuvering.Thishas
thepotentialof extendingtheservicelife of aircraftwhichtraditionallyundergohighg-
loadingandalsoexpandingoperationallimits.
Theconceptof an adaptive material mission-adaptive wing is worthy of investigation. The
hydraulic problems encountered on previous attempts to create a wing which can be shape-
optimized for various flight conditions would be eliminated, and perhaps replaced with
electrical problems.
The applications for which adaptive material will be suitable in the future depend heavily on
the researchers in the materials area. Ceramics, which were used in this investigation, are
very fragile. Polymers are currently not capable of generating the strain levels required for
actuating realistic structures. For piezoelectrics to move from the research arena into
production, a more resilient substance than ceramics or a means to protect the ceramics
need to be developed.
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Tables
73
MASS
(Ibm)
CENTER OF GRAVITY
DISTANCE AFT OF
THE PIVOT POINT
(inches)
Primary Wing Structure
(includes pivot
mechanism)
.072 0.0
Balsa Extension .011 1.875
(includes adhesives)
Aluminum Mass Ballast .007 3.0
Total .09
Table 3.1 Measured Mass and Center of Gravity Locations for Wing
Components
Primary
Wing
Wing
Extension
Mass
Ballast
MASS WIDTH DIST Ios _v_
(Ibm) (inches) (inches) (ibm-in 2) (Ibm-in 2)
.072 2.0 0.0 .022 .022
.011 3.25 1.875 .0097 .0487
.007 .5 3.0 .00014 .06314
Table 3.2 Inertia Calculations for Wing Components
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Table 3.2 Inertia Calculations for Wing Components
H
//eom.mat
H
// Procedure file used to generate open loop equations of
motion
//
// Gamma is the finite difference program output matrix
which
// calculates the piezoelectric structural influence
//
// Cstrain is the second derivatives of each of the
modeshapes
// with respect to lengthwise coordinate
//
// Physical parameters
chord=4.5
rho=.11468e-6
d31--6.35e-9
qbar=.5*rho*v**2
//
// Structural stiffness, damping and mass
//
omega=[7.8;10.89]
freq=2*pi*omega
dsi=[.017 .055]
ms=[eye(2)]
ks=diag(freq.**2)*ms
ds=diag(dsi)* diag(freq)
//
// Aerodynamic stiffness, damping and mass
//
ma=qbar*(chord/2/v)**2 *a2
da=qbar * chord/2/v * al
ka=qbar*a0
//
// Combining aerodynamic and structural matrices
//
m=ms+ma
minv=inv(m)
d=ds+da
k=ks+ka
//
// Assembling the state space matrices
//
a=[0*ones(2,2) eye(2,2); -l*minv*k -l*minv*d]
//ba=[0;0;-l*qbar*minv*a0c]
bs=-l*d31*minv*gamma
b=l.2*[0;0;bs]
zbar=.008
c=-l.3*zbar*cstrain
s=[a b;c 0*ones(2,1)]
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Table 4.1 Procedure File for Assembling the Equations of
Motion
75
without Piezoelectric
Plates
Beam Theory
Finite Element Model
Finite Element Model
with Piezoelectric
Plates
Finite Element Model
PLUNGE MODE
FREQUENCY
(az)
PITCH MODE
FREQUENCY
(Hz)
7.2 6.7 (cantilever)
13.4 (guided)
6.6 9.2 (cantilever)
6.8 10.6 (combined)
7.8 10.9
Table 5.1 Analytical Predictions of Natural Frequencies with and without
Piezoelectric Actuators
DESCR
primary wing
w/ wing ext
only
ANALYSIS ANALYSIS
PITCH PLUNGE
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
( Hz ) ( Hz )
25.78 8.96
13.29 8.38
.005 Ibm 11.39 7.99
ballast
.007 10.86 7.79
.009 10.65 7.61
.011 10.41 7.40
Table 5.2 Influence of Mass Ballast on Analytical Predictions
of Natural Frequencies
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PIEZO
PLACEMENT
Distance from
Root to Edge of
Piezo
(in)
PLUNGE MODE
FREQUENCY
(Hz)
PITCH MODE
FREQUENCY
(Hz)
MODEL
DEFLECTION
( inches x 105)
no piezo present 7.02 12.6 0
.25 7.77 12.7 -9.21
1.25 7.26 12.6 -5.69
2.25 7.02 12.5 -1.54
3.25 7.02 12.5 2.59
4.25 7.3 12.6 6.77
5.25 7.75 12.6 9.47
Table 5.3 Results of Study to Determine Actuator Placement
ANALYSIS
primary wing 25.78
w/ wing ext 13.29
only
EXPERIMENT
(uncoupled)
12.8
.005 Ibm 11.39 10.4
ballast
.007 10.86 9.4
.009 10.65 no data
.011 10.41 8.25
Table 6.1 Influence of Mass Ballast on the Pitch Freuqncy
77
without Piezoelectric
Plates
Finite Element Model
Ground Vibration Test
with Piezoelectric
Plates
Finite Element Model
System Identification
PLUNGE MODE
FREQUENCY
(Hz)
PITCH MODE
FREQUENCY
(Hz)
6.8 10.6 (combined)
6.9 12.3
7.8 10.9
7.9 11.1
Table 6.2 Natural Frequencies with and without Piezoelectric Actuators-
Comparison of Analytical and Experimental Results
Velocity
(inches / second)
Control Energy
580 122.8
590 172.1
630 196.9
670 228.0
710 4888.3 (flutter encountered)
Table 6.3 Control Energy Required to Suppress Flutter for Increasing
Velocity
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Figures
Arrow Indicates Positive Poling Direction
Nickel Electrodes
Lead Zirconate Titinate
Piezoelectric Ceramic
Figure 2.1 Electrode Placement on Piezoelectric Plate
Figure 2.2 Thickening Effect (d33 effect)
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Figure 2.4 Shearing Effect ( d15 effect )
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+V
for the Voltage Polarity Shown:
Top Layer Expands in In-Plane Directions
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Results in Right End Bending Downward
Figure 2.5 Bimorph or Bender Configuration of Piezoelectric
Plate Elements
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Figure 2.6 Flowchart of Aeroelastic Model Design Procedure
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Figure 4.4 Rational Function Approximations to the
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Figure 6.9 Frequency Domain Analysis at Open Loop
Flutter Point, 580 inches per second
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Figure 6.10 Experimental Open and Closed Loop Strain
Response to Wind Tunnel Turbulence Just Below
Flutter Velocity ( 575 inches per second )
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Figure 6.11 Experimental Open Loop and Closed Loop
Strain Response Just Below Open Loop Flutter ( !;75 inches
per second )
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Figure 6.12 Experimental Time Histories of Closed Loop System
for Increasing Velocities
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Figure 6.13 Analytical and Experimental Flutter Results

